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GAIN Data Portal
Save costs, eliminate waste and take control of your vendor data
GAIN Data Portal is dedicated to the efficient and compliant sourcing of
market and reference data from popular data providers. This award-winning
application executes pre-defined data feed requests, stores the acquired
data in a central repository, and then makes that data accessible to the
systems and users that need it.
GAIN Data Portal is the pre-packaged solution for achieving the cost saving
strategies identified with GAIN Data Cost Analytics, AIM Software’s data
cost monitoring application. Customers using GAIN Data Portal are typically
able to reduce their data spend by approximately 20% or more.

EASY, COMPLIANT ACCESS
GAIN Data Portal facilitates the efficient
and compliant sourcing of market and
reference data from multiple vendors. It
includes all of the monitoring and
reporting functionality of GAIN Data
Cost Analytics, and much more besides.
By centralizing all data requests from
one or multiple data feeds, GAIN Data
Portal enables business users and
applications to access data that has
already been requested in a compliant
way, and without incurring additional
costs.
The system also ensures that new data
requests can only be triggered by an
authorized user.

Firms using GAIN Data Portal have
complete transparency into their data
costs and usage at an account,
business unit, and organizational level.
Furthermore,
cost
savings
are
delivered immediately thanks to
sourcing optimization.
GAIN Data Portal sets the foundation
for a best-practice approach to data
management that addresses data
quality and governance, business
efficiency and cost.
The application integrates seamlessly
with the GAIN Data Management
platform.

Controlled & Compliant
Access to Market &
Reference Data
 Centralized control over
vendor data requests and
usage
 Fully maintained adaptors to
leading data providers

 Direct access to data from
Excel® or Tableau using
OData interface
 Business end-users are
autonomous in accessing the
data they need
 Multi-account support
 Immediate cost savings
thanks to sourcing
optimization

DATA USAGE UNDER CONTROL
GAIN Data Portal comes with a rich set
of pre-built features that empower firms
to take control of their data usage. This
includes out-of-the-box connectors to
leading data providers, web UI screens
to manage and monitor data requests,
and an API to access data from any
application including Excel®.

Efficient Data
Sourcing

Full Control Over
Data Usage

Flexible &
Faster Adoption

Lower Ongoing
Costs

• Centralized sourcing of
market and reference
data

• Data requests are
managed centrally by
authorized users

• Lightweight and fully
productized application

• Initial savings delivered
immediately through
sourcing optimization

• Users and systems can
access the latest data
without incurring
additional costs

• Usage tracking and
monitoring across vendor
accounts

• Reduces multi-hits by
utilizing cached and bulk
data

• Enforces data
entitlements and
facilitates compliant
sourcing

• Business users are
autonomous in accessing
the data they need using
the intuitive web UI
• Direct access within
Excel® spreadsheets via
OData API

• Map data usage to
invoices for transparent
cost allocation
• Detailed reports provide
recommendations for
ongoing cost savings and
usage optimization
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GAIN Data Cost Analytics
Identify your potential data cost savings
Market Data Managers are under growing pressure to provide access to a wider variety of financial information services, while at
the same time reducing the spend on these services. Furthermore, invoices from leading data providers can be complex, making
charges difficult to understand, and future costs almost impossible to predict. What’s needed is an application that centrally
monitors data requests, provides a precise overview of data consumption, and helps firms to implement cost saving strategies.
GAIN Data Cost Analytics provides the transparency that Market
Data Managers need to fully understand their vendor data costs
and usage, as well as the insights required to identify potential
cost savings.

This lightweight web application monitors and analyzes all data
requests performed at an account, user, team, business unit and
organizational level.
Intuitive reports and analytics provide a granular breakdown of the
data requests performed by each area of your organization. These
reports allow you to quickly identify inefficient data requests, and
provide recommendations for achieving cost savings through usage
optimization.
By using the insights from GAIN Data Cost Analytics to implement
data cost saving strategies, customers are typically able to reduce
their data spend by approximately 20% or more.

Data Cost Monitoring:
Map Data Usage to Invoices
•

•

•

Easily reconcile vendor invoices
and verification reports with
actual data usage
Transparent
cost
allocation
across business units, users,
teams and locations
Achieve
future
data
cost
estimations based on historical
data usage and cost

GAIN Data Cost Analytics Helps Firms to:
 Map data invoices to actual data usage
 Visualise the data request patterns for each
area of the organization
 Identify the most expensive data requests
and inefficient usage patterns
 Identify and eliminate duplicate requests

 Estimate future charges
 Identify potential data cost savings
 Implement ongoing cost-saving strategies

Cost Optimization:
Identify Potential Savings

Track Usage Patterns:
Intuitive Reports & Analytics
•

•
•

Centralized usage tracking and
monitoring across multiple vendor
accounts
Quickly identify inefficient data
request patterns
Detailed analysis reports with
recommendations for future cost
savings and usage optimization

•

•

•

Reduce
the
number
of
unnecessary requests by using
bulk and cached data
Optimize ad-hoc and scheduled
data requests to maximize cost
savings
Leverage alternative data providers
where possible

To learn more and to arrange your free trial, contact us at : info@aimsoftware.com
AIM Software is the fastest growing and award-winning provider of Enterprise Data
Management (EDM) business applications to the financial services industry. Solutions
include software for reference data management, portfolio pricing, corporate actions
processing and legal entity data management. With more than 100 of the world’s
leading asset management, private & wealth management, asset servicing, fund
administration and global custody firms, AIM Software offers low risk all-in-one
software packages, based on its industry proven data management platform GAIN.

www.aimsoftware.com

